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Abstract 

A gender role, also known as a sex role, is a social role encompassing a range of behaviors and 

attitudes that are generally considered acceptable, appropriate, or desirable for a person based on that 

person's sex. Genders roles are culturally specific, and while most cultures distinguish only two 

(boy/man and girl/woman), others recognize more. Some non-Western societies have three genders: 

men, women, and a third gender. Buginese society has identified five genders. Androgyny has 

sometimes also been proposed as a third gender. An androgynies or androgynous person is someone 

with qualities pertaining to both the male and female gender. Some individuals identify with no gender 

at all. Gender role is not the same thing as gender identity, which refers to the internal sense of one's 

own gender, whether or not it aligns with categories offered by societal norms. The point at which these 

internalized gender identities become externalized into a set of expectations is the genesis of a gender 

role. 
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Introduction 

 

I have personally been pressured to behave and dress in more traditionally feminine ways by my 

mother and sisters. This often goes against my nerdy, tomboyish nature, especially since I do not enjoy 

wearing things like earrings, high-heels, (most) bright colors, or frilly clothes – the types of things that 

are equated to femininity. I also do not often act as elegant or passive as my mother would prefer, but 

rather I am generally blunt, cynical, awkward, and geeky. These characteristics do not really fall under 

the clear-cut generalizations for females; they are somewhere in between male and female 

characteristics. Many people still stick to traditional ideas that men and women should behave in ways 

that fall into specific categories determined solely on their gender. However, male or female gender-

specific identities are irrelevant in modern, civilized society. Gender roles are social constructs 

developed over time and are not based on natural human behavior. This is because gender roles evolved 

as a way to organize the necessary tasks done in early human society. Some may say that due to the fact 

that traditional gender roles have been practiced for so long, they should not be changed, and are now a 

key element in human development. Nevertheless, in many of the modern societies today, there is no 

need for traditional gender roles, because both men and women are able to do many of the same 

necessary tasks, thereby making gender-specific behaviors irrelevant. These stereotypes can be harmful 

because they motivate people to condemn and oppress those who do not fit the traditional gender roles. 

As a result of this oppression, many people struggle to reach their full potential. Therefore, it is critical 
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that we encourage everyone to follow and express their own truth, regardless of gender norms, so that 

everyone is able to contribute fully to our society. 

Many of the gender stereotypes we know today were not always present in the past; they are 

relatively new trends in human society. This is because social expectations of each gender change over 

time, and often develop differently in cultures around the world. Sara Bobolts, a writer for The 

Huffington Post, stated how several common gender stereotypes changed over time. Bobolts describes 

how gender stereotypes, such as the color blue being for boys and the color pink being for girls, are new 

concepts. She explains that between the years 1918 and 1940, pink was viewed as a masculine color, 

while blue was seen dainty and soft, making it best suited for females. Bobolts also states that during the 

Middle Ages in Europe, high-heels were exclusively for men, rather than women. They were seen as a 

“sign of masculinity”, depending on their height. This shows that the attributes people connect with 

“traditional” gender categories were very different only a few centuries ago, and cannot be used as a 

reliable basis for establishing roles today. 

A gender role, also known as a sex role, is a social role encompassing a range of behaviors and 

attitudes that are generally considered acceptable, appropriate, or desirable for a person based on that 

person's sex. Gender roles are usually centered on conceptions of masculinity and femininity, although 

there are exceptions and variations. 

Gender roles influence a wide range of human behavior, often including the clothing a person chooses to 

wear, the profession a person pursues, the personal relationships a person enters, and how they behave 

within those relationships. Although gender roles have evolved and expanded, they traditionally keep 

women in the "private" sphere, and men in the "public" sphere. 

 

Discussion:- 

This course serves as an introduction to research methods in the interdisciplinary study of gender 

and sexuality. We will explore a range of methods used in the qualitative social sciences and the 

humanities, including one-one-one interviewing, participant observation, focus groups, surveys, textual 

and content analysis, and archival analysis. We will discuss the relationship between research methods 

and other crucial aspects of research design, including formulating research questions, creating 

implementation plans, selecting sampling strategies, selecting analytical strategies, and writing up 

results. 

The course will include guest lectures by Gender & Sexuality Studies (GSS) faculty. We will 

examine the methodological sections of some of their work, as well as other key sources on GSS-related 

methods. Students are expected to do all assigned readings, attend class regularly, participate in class 

discussion, write short critical reviews and research proposal drafts, provide peer review comments, 

complete all readings and written assignments, receive peer review comments and incorporate them into 

their research proposals, and produce a complete research proposal for a planned GSS project. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, gender roles tend to change over time. It is important for individuals to have a 

present that the world was not always as they know it today, and the future can be completely different. 

How the future may look depends on humanity and the way they think. In brief, roles for women and 

men will continue evolving. 
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